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Greyhound Tragedy sound like Voivod meets the Everly Brothers at a Crazy Horse concert. 13 MP3

Songs ROCK: Hard Rock, ROCK: Roots Rock Details: The CD is called Myself is my Favorite, taken from

John Phillips sons first grade self-profile questionnaire. The beds were recorded live in Edmonton at

Vincent Henry Systems. There is a theramin, some pedal steels and a muted trumpet over dubbed. Paul

(Duke) Paetz sang harmonies on the recording and is now playing the drums live with the band. Casey

Rolseth played the drums on the cd and is now working on a Will Farell movie as an animator. John

Gorham from John Henry sang some harmonies, but was slighted in the liner notes. Sorry John. Nik

Kozub mixed the record in Edmonton. It took Nik over a year to get the project finished. To our credit, we

never called him names. Mastering was done at the lacquer channel in Toronto by good ole Noah Mintz.

The band has a long and twisted history. CJSW radio at the University of Calgary played a four-track

cassette demo in 1987. Since then the band has had 18 tours and 5 albums. Previous recordings have

been released in Canada, Australia and Europe. Myself is My Favorite is the first Greyhound Tragedy

recording to be released in the United States. The band has played shows with Frank Black and the

Catholics, Strung Out, the Bare Naked Ladies and Carmaig Deforest. Ex members have included John

Arnott from the Lowest of the Low, Jon Card from SNFU/DOA and even Artist the Spoon Man for a

busking session on Whyte Ave in Edmonton. Steve Loree wrote the lyrics. John and Steve wrote the

music with a lot of help from Caseys bullshit detector. Hopefully you will find it was tuned in correctly.

Through the ruckus you may find some roots influences. Someone recently said that we sound like

Voivod meets the Everly Brothers. We have a web site if youd like at greyhoundtragedyor

myspace.com/greyhoundtragedy Support Live Music. Steve Loree  Greyhound Tragedy
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